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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the Lighthouse Baptist Church in 1 
Santa Maria, CA—and your brain masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 2 
VP Pence tells Venezuela ambassador "You shouldn't be here. You should return to 3 
Venezuela and tell Nicolas Madura that his time is up. It's time for him to go." Is it the 4 
place of a US VP to instruct any Ambassador to go tell his country's leader he must step 5 
down? 6 
California liberals want to cut taxes on weed but increase taxes on virtually everything 7 
else, and even tax WATER.  8 
A transgendered girl is a boy that has decided he is a girl. Some of these boys turned girls 9 
want to compete in sports against biological girls. Do you think that is fair? Democrats 10 
do! All but one Democrat is supporting a Bill right now in Congress that will require 11 
schools to allow transgendered girls to compete with biological girls in sports activities. I 12 
have the answer! Wait for it! 13 
We have a lot of good news on the abortion front. I'll give you an update! 14 
Barr's comments continue to create backlash — what's going on here? Did Barr speak ill 15 
advisedly? Or was it purposeful? Was he simply advancing a "conspiracy theory" or was 16 
he simply calling the spade a spade? 17 
Talk about backlash: Ilhan Omar's reference to 9/11 saying "someone did something" has 18 
deeply offended war Vet Dan Crenshaw, Republican, Texas who spoke out. Then 19 
AOC stepped in to defend her comrade Omar — by challenging 20 
the Seal's commitment to 9/11. The hero lost an eye fighting 21 
terrorists. 22 
Another MAGA hat attack occurred at an airport. Some chic tells a MAGA hat wearer he 23 
should be ashamed because Trump is a racist. 24 
See, I told you that is the number one underlying justification Liberals use to hate Trump 25 
and all his supporters. 26 
Let's get to it! 27 
It's time for your brain massage.  28 
[TRUTH] 29 
At a recent UN Security Council meeting in New York, the US VP told Venezuela 30 
ambassador "You shouldn't be here. You should return to Venezuela and tell Nicholas 31 
Madura that his time is up. It's time for him to go." Is it the place of a US VP to instruct 32 
any Ambassador to go tell his country's leader he must step down? 33 
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Well, let me ask you a couple of questions —  no, first, let's consider who is Nicolas 34 
Carpathia — no, no, haha, I mean Nicolas Maduro.  35 
He is socialist dictator that picked up where Hugo Chavez left off. He has continued the 36 
policies of his sulfur-lipped mentor — and the economy has gone into a free fall. The 37 
people are suffering miserably under his socialist economy. When elections were held, 38 
fearing he would be turned out of office, he implemented draconian measures to 39 
eliminate competition. From BBC news: "Many opposition candidates had been barred 40 
from running while others had been jailed or had fled the country for fear of being 41 
imprisoned and the opposition parties argued that the poll would be neither free nor fair. 42 
Mr. Maduro's re-election was not recognized by Venezuela's opposition-controlled 43 
National Assembly."1 44 
From Human Rights Watch: "The government has been repressing dissent through often-45 
violent crackdowns on street protests, jailing opponents, and prosecuting civilians in 46 
military courts. It has also stripped power from the opposition-led legislature."2 47 
The Maduro socialist regime jails opponents by accusing them of "inciting violence." 48 
[IBID]. Leopoldo López was given a 13-year sentence under house 49 
arrest on charges of inciting violence during a demonstration in 50 
Caracas in February 2014, according to Human Rights Watch, 51 
"despite a lack of credible evidence against him." Others have been 52 
forced into exile. (Watch for liberals in US to use this method — if 53 
you oppose them, you are accused of "inciting violence" — Ilhan 54 
Omar accuses conservative Representative Crenshaw of inciting 55 
violence because he challenged a statement she made regarding 56 
9/11. More on that in a moment. 57 
These things are facts — we are not talking about allegations, this is what we know the 58 
guy is doing.  59 
But there is something else of concern: "Venezuela, Iran and Hezbollah - all hostile to the 60 
US - forge closer ties."3  61 
Chavez allowed Hezbollah to operate in Venezuela, and Maduro continues building an 62 
alliance with Iran in opposition to the US. A Mayor in Venezuela, that was persecuted by 63 
Chavez/Maduro tells us Venezuela is "a rogue state. This is due to its ties with the drug 64 
traffic, due to its engagement in human rights violations, and because of its ties to 65 
international terrorism.”4 66 

                                     
1 https://www.bbc.com/news/world-latin-america-36319877 
2 https://www.hrw.org/world-report/2019/country-chapters/venezuela 
3 https://www.foxnews.com/world/fervent-ties-remain-between-iran-and-venezuela-by-the-way-of-hezbollah.print 
4 Ibid. 
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We know that Venezuela has officially participated in selling diplomatic documents to 67 
terrorists: "In 2015 testimony given by an adviser to the Venezuelan 68 
embassy in Iraq, Misael Lopez Soto, the government is alleged to 69 
have delivered diplomatic documents to terrorists in the Middle 70 
East. Embassy employees were also said to have sold visas, 71 
passports, identity cards and Venezuelan birth certificates to those 72 
in the region who can pay between $5,000 and $15,000." [IBID] 73 
Here is something else we know: "There has also been close 74 
military cooperation among Venezuela, Iran and Hezbollah. 75 
Beginning around 2012, Iran’s elite counter-terrorism unit, the 76 
Quds Force, started ramping up its irregular warfare Latin America 77 
training program [now, what is that? What is an "irregular warfare 78 
Latin American training program"? — Continuing the quote] – 79 
often using Hezbollah operatives [Read TERRORISTS] to train 80 
both the Venezuela military and Colombia’s FARC rebels [The 81 
FARC rebels are communist, the Marxist/Leninist military arm of 82 
the communists in Columbia — Continuing the quote]. Quds 83 
Force-based operatives were also believed to be placed inside 84 
Iranian embassies and within religious institutions." [IDIB] What 85 
are the Quds forces? These are a unit of Iran's Revolutionary 86 
Guard, they are "directed to carry out unconventional warfare 87 
[read terrorist attacks] and intelligence activities and responsible 88 
for extraterritorial operations."5  89 
I know you are smart enough to add all this up so I won't bother. 90 
This is the person VP Pence is talking about when he advised the 91 
Venezuela ambassador to go home and tell Maduro that his time is 92 
up, he needs to step down and turn leadership of the country over 93 
to people friendly to — you thought I was going to say America, 94 
right? Wrong! FREEDOM — how about leadership for Venezuela 95 
that is friendly to FREEDOM. 96 

                                     
5 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quds_Force 
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But the big question is what right does the US have to interfere in 97 
the affairs of another country? 98 
None, and yet our leaders have every right, and indeed, a 99 
responsibility to protect US. 100 
It's like, no one has the right to kill someone unless that someone is 101 
trying to kill you. 102 
Essentially, no nation should interfere with the internal affairs of 103 
another nation. However, if that nation has declared itself to be an 104 
enemy of some nation, that nation would be ridiculous and foolish 105 
to ignore that. Then, especially if that nation has taken actions that 106 
are threatening, then not only do we have a reason to respond 107 
defensively, but we have the RESPONSIBILITY and the RIGHT to 108 
do so. Not because we don't like their system of government or 109 
economy — because they have declared themselves to be our 110 
enemy, they have aligned themselves with regimes that have openly 111 
threatened us, and our allies. 112 
We will no doubt debate this till Jesus comes — was it right for us 113 
to go into Iraq and Afghanistan to fight terrorism. First, was that a 114 
legitimate action, and second, was that an effective strategy. Did 115 
doing so serve any legitimate purpose.  116 
The answer to this question usually has to do with some political 117 
interests. A Republican did it, and succeeded, so the Democrats say 118 
nay; but when Clinton and Carter ventured into such activities, 119 
and FAILED, by the way, the Democrats say yay!  120 
There are some, however, who believe it is never right to go to war 121 
unless we are being attacked on our own soil.  122 
The problem is if we had taken that position in WWII, half the 123 
world would be speaking German, the other half Japanese, until 124 
one of them decided they wanted it all —  125 
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Look, we simply do not live in a world of peace, love, and 126 
tranquility. I remember playing pool on the table of my pastor 127 
when attending the Central Baptist Church in Bell Gardens. His 128 
home was in Downey. I was playing pool and his daughter, whom I 129 
was at that time dating, told me she had an assignment and needed 130 
to write a poem and wanted me to help her out. 131 
So I thought about it a moment and gave her a poem: "I'm falling 132 
now, deep into a dream, of peace, love, and tranquility. Will there 133 
ever be a world such as this, or must I dream to eternity."  134 
Well, that's one way to deal with reality — just smoke dope, and 135 
drop a pill, and live in the brain fog of drugs — and California will 136 
give you a tax break if you'll buy in to that one. Or if drug induced 137 
reason paralysis is not your thing, you can buy in to some 138 
Pollyanna ideology (which today is propagated under the initials 139 
AOC) — so your pill is blue; you know what I mean? So you buy in 140 
to the fantasy world of the left.  141 
But my hearers are definitely red pill patriots — they see things as 142 
they are and that's why our solutions actually work.  143 
We could not sit on the sidelines and watch Hitler spread Nazism 144 
throughout the world, until he could gain enough power to turn 145 
the military might of the entire world down on us — and you know 146 
that is what he would have done. Besides the fact that we cannot sit 147 
back and do nothing when some dictator is herding Jews into gas 148 
chambers — okay? 149 
And we cannot ignore what Islam is doing to Christians in Nigeria, 150 
either. But we sure can't ignore a near neighbor, like Venezuela 151 
who has declared itself our enemy, and watch them cozy up to 152 
other nations that have declared themselves our enemy, and that 153 
pose a real threat to us — and allowing Hezbollah to train in what 154 
is virtually our backyard — we would consider any leader that did 155 
nothing about these things to have betrayed us — like Obama.  156 
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So, yeah! I think Pence was on the job and doing exactly what he should do in his 157 
position. He needs to send a clear message to the people who want FREEDOM in 158 
Venezuela that they have a FRIEND in the US. And at the same time send a clear message 159 
to all enemies of FREEDOM that America will not give them a pass to abuse the human 160 
rights. 161 
As for a biblical defense of this position — it's really very basic. God has ordained the 162 
sword to governments to execute His wrath against them that do evil. If a government 163 
turns that sword against the innocent, it has violated its ordination, and loses the divine 164 
right of God's ordained authority.  165 
We don't act presumptuously. We wait for the Lord to signal it's time to act — we 166 
sometimes miss this signal. One clear signal that it's time to act is when we have a clear 167 
threat to our national security. Our reaction needs to be measured against the level of that 168 
threat. But we must stay ahead of such developments — that is only prudent! Anyway, 169 
I've used up my first segment on this point — I'd love to hear from you about this. What 170 
are your thoughts? You can engage me in a polite conversation by calling 805.314.2114 171 
and leaving a message asking me to call you so we can talk, or you can go to our website: 172 
brainmassage.net and send an email to me explaining your point of view on this subject; 173 
or any other! Hold on through the break. I'll be right back. 174 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor at the Lighthouse, 175 
your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern lighter, lighting the lamps in the church 176 
belfry arch, signaling the enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 177 
liberty. 178 
I've got to at least touch on this. California liberals want to cut taxes on weed and increase 179 
taxes on virtually everything else, and even tax WATER. 180 
California's liberal legislators want to encourage smoking pot? At the same time, they 181 
know you have to have water — and they want to tax it. 182 
Since our founding Americans have never tolerated taxing essentials, like food, and water. 183 
It is beyond belief that Californians are not throwing this guy — Newsome — out of 184 
office for this. 185 
And think about it. These people, these liberals, who want to tax water, want to give a tax 186 
break to the pot pushers and pot users. I know all the arguments about medicinal use — 187 
but that is not what we are talking about here. The abuse of medicinal use of drugs has 188 
become a national plague — I know! But I'm talking about the illegal recreational use of 189 
pot — I did say illegal! Just because this state is in violation of Federal law regarding pot 190 
and regarding immigration does not make it legal — but besides all of that — liberals in 191 
CA want to give pot heads a tax break and then turn around and tax all of us for our 192 
water. They want to tax water! 193 
These are the same people who always complain about the Republicans wanting to cut 194 
taxes for the rich and lay the burden on the poor. Lie-berals in CA want to cut taxes on 195 
the deviant, and RAISE taxes on the poor, cause, you know, the poor drink water too. 196 
They will be taxing food before too long.  197 
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We have always believed it was wrong to burden food prices with taxation — but that is 198 
changing in California. This state will lead the way — the tax and spenders are coming 199 
after your water! 200 
Why Californians do not vote out these bums is a mystery that probably has much of its 201 
solution in voter fraud. How much of this can we bear? When will enough Californians 202 
take the red pill and wake up to what is happening? Newsome has no regard for the law. 203 
And he has no regard for the hard working taxpayers in this state.  204 
At least when you reduce taxes on the so-called rich, they invest their money into the 205 
economy and create jobs — what do we get from the potheads? I did some shows a while 206 
back exposing the truth about use of marijuana, how it destroys lives, dampens initiative 207 
— it creates a population of blue pill foggy headed dreamers who are very easily 208 
manipulated and controlled. 209 
Talk about encouraging deviancy — the left has gone insane folks. I mean stark-raving-210 
mad! 211 
The Bible talks about "unreasonable and wicked men" — the relationship between 212 
wickedness, and by the way, this word translated wicked is not the word that speaks of 213 
ones essential character, nor the word that speaks of degeneracy from original virtue — 214 
those conditions usually give rise to acts of wickedness but the word actually speaks of 215 
actions that are harmful in effect or influence. It always involves behavior contrary to the 216 
laws of God. Wicked men trespass God's law, which brings evil into the lives of all of us. 217 
There is a direct connection between unreasoned behavior and wickedness.  218 
Leftist policies are unreasonable, but this does not mean they are without reasons. If you 219 
take reason as a faculty of mind in which one makes an unbiased and honest assessment 220 
of reality and governs his decisions accordingly, we would call that reasonable. If 221 
someone, however, has a bias, a self-serving motive to view reality in a distorted way, he 222 
will concoct all manner of reasons to justify his belief or actions, but that would be in fact 223 
contrary to reason, and would be unreasonable. 224 
For example: A transgendered girl is a boy that has decided he is a girl. Transgendered 225 
girls are competing against biological girls with an unfair advantage. This is raising the 226 
concern of biological girls who have a desire to compete in sports. 227 
Now, I listened to a father of a transgendered girl — and you understand I mean a father 228 
of a son who decided he was a girl — I watched and listened as this father defended his 229 
son's RIGHT to compete against girls. Apparently this father is very supportive. I suppose 230 
he attends all his sons track meets, this particular transgendered girl competes in track 231 
and field events, another one I read about a few weeks ago wrestles — yeah, the he/she 232 
wrestles against girls in competition.  233 
Anyway, I suppose this father attends all the meets and cheers on his — uh, daughter? as 234 
he—she—cleans up on the track because, well, let's face it, he has a clear advantage 235 
biologically, even if he is handicapped mentally. 236 
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So this father illustrates my point that unreasonable and wicked people are taking over 237 
our culture. This father gave an interview in which he argued that the integrity of 238 
competition is irrelevant when compared with the integrity of people getting to be who 239 
they imagine themselves to be. 240 
Now, think about that? This cancer of political correctness is literally eating away at the 241 
muscle of what holds this country together. 242 
I don't have time to go back and count the number of times I have warned my audience 243 
that you cannot grant special rights to any group, including homosexuals without taking 244 
rights away from everybody else, and really, even from them.  245 
This nonsense will be the wrecking ball Satan will use to break destroy our Republic and 246 
make us vulnerable to being wiped out by some crazy Islamic Jihadist that GOD will 247 
allow to destroy us as judgment for our sins.  248 
This is going to be the destruction of sports for women. If you are a biological girl, and 249 
willing to accept your Creator's design, your rights DON'T MATTER. YOU DON'T 250 
HAVE ANY RIGHTS! NONE! IF YOU ARE NORMAL, IF YOU ARE NATURAL, IF 251 
YOU ARE SANE, YOUR RIGHTS ARE GONE IN THIS SOCIETY. The only people who 252 
have RIGHTS are those who are perverted in their soul and in their minds and in their 253 
hearts.  254 
Talking about the general break down in natural law, consider what has been happening 255 
to our civil law. 256 
Barr's comments continue to create backlash: when he said he felt he needed to look into 257 
how the investigation into Russian collusion started, Shaheen asked why he thought that 258 
was necessary. Barr said he felt that "spying on a political campaign was a big deal." 259 
Shaheen was taken aback by this statement: she asked, "You're not suggesting, though, 260 
spying occurred?" Barr responded as if surprised by the statement. The libs characterize 261 
him as bumbling, but you listen to it and you'll see he was obviously puzzled by the 262 
question. What he said amounted to I don't know what else you would call it. I mean, 263 
literally, it was spying! 264 
He followed this with the explanation that the question was whether it was duly 265 
authorized or whether it was illegally authorized. Later, another Senator, a Democrat, 266 
from Hawaii, Schatz, asked Barr if he would like to rephrase his statement about spying? 267 
He explained that he felt the word spying would cause everyone in the "cable ecosystem" 268 
to freak out. So Barr, and it's one of those exchanges you really need to see to appreciate 269 
— Barr responds by saying I'm not sure about the connotations of the word, but, how 270 
about unauthorized surveillance, does that work better in your mind.  271 
I noticed Schatz was grinning like cat that got the canary — I think he thinks he has Barr 272 
in a pickle — well, we will see. 273 
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But I think most Americans understand that surveillance is watching someone, and 274 
listening in on their conservations, and so forth, without them knowing about it — and 275 
the colloquial term for that activity is spying! That's what it's called. 276 
Legal niceties are sometimes used to hide the ugly realities of what is being done. But I 277 
thought Barr handled the matter very well. 278 
Of course, the Democrats will have to counter this — and the only way they know how to 279 
do something like that is attack the character, and or the personality of the individual they 280 
perceive is a threat to them. So they will begin bashing Barr and beating on him night and 281 
day, 24/7 — we can only hope he is made of the same stuff from which Trump is made 282 
and will be able to endure it. 283 
But, like I said, Schatz acted like he had Barr just where he wanted him — I think the 284 
Dems believe they can use his statement to disqualify him from conducting the 285 
investigation or use it to say he is a dupe for the President and so nothing he uncovers can 286 
be believed. That's what they are laying the foundation for right now — the ability to cast 287 
suspicion on anything Barr finds that incriminates the Obama team that concocted and 288 
carried out this conspiracy.  289 
For example, Phony Baloney Comey trots into the lights to say he does not understand 290 
what Barr is talking about — a court ordered surveillance was never by him thought of as 291 
spying. The libs think they can create some smoke cover with this so they can hide from 292 
what's coming! 293 
And talk about backlash: Ilhan Omar said, “CAIR was founded after 9/11 294 
because they recognized that some people did something, and that 295 
all of us were starting to lose access to our civil liberties.” Someone 296 
did something?  297 
Now, let's be careful here because we sure don't want AOC or Tlaib 298 
accusing us of taking her statement out of context and doing that 299 
on purpose because that's what we do to people of color — it 300 
always goes there for this crowd — RACIST, RACIST — listen, 301 
they are rendering that word meaningless. At some point, that 302 
accusation is going illicit no more than an eye roll and a yawn. 303 
Which is yet another devastating effect of liberalism on our culture 304 
and on having any sort of helpful conversation about areas where 305 
we disagree. 306 
So, let's be careful to keep this in context. And, by the way, I do 307 
believe that is very important! And I do believe sometimes 308 
conservatives take things out of context and misconstrue them to 309 
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others. The liberals do that to us very often, right? Yes! They do! 310 
And we do need to be careful not to participate in that nonsense.  311 
Okay, context: she is talking to a conference put on by CAIR — 312 
Council on American-Islamic Relations.  313 
Aside from the fact that in 2007-2008 during the Holy Land 314 
Foundation trial, where that organization was convicted for being a 315 
fund raising organization for the terrorist group called Hamas, 316 
evidence was presented that showed CAIR was also a front 317 
organization for Hamas — read that report CAIR IS HAMAS,6 we 318 
will simply set that aside for a moment, and assume Ilhan Omar is 319 
not aware of this, or does not believe it is true — so she is speaking 320 
to a conference of Muslims, being herself a Muslim, and she is 321 
making a passionate statement identifying with the cause of the 322 
group: “CAIR was founded after 9/11 because they recognized that 323 
some people did something, and that all of us were starting to lose 324 
access to our civil liberties.” 325 
Obviously, her point was not about 9/11; it was about the fact that 326 
after 9/11 the Muslim community was afraid they would all be held 327 
accountable for what a few Islamic terrorists did. It was about the 328 
fact that many, if not all, Muslims were being treated with 329 
suspicion, and many incidents of Muslims being harassed by 330 
American citizens. Okay?  331 
But, you see, this is the problem we consistently have with Muslims 332 
in America when it comes to 9/11: a refusal to face what happened 333 
and why it happened. A very few voices have come forward, but 334 
none from CAIR. CAIR has never openly, clearly, and without 335 
equivocation condemned the 9/11 attacks. They do exactly what 336 
Omar did — anytime it comes up, the focus goes immediately to 337 
how bad America was, and is, and how evil Americans were in 338 
their treatment of Muslims. And we are sick of it! It would be a lot 339 
                                     
6 722.26.2-CAIR IS HAMAS (Full Doc.) https://www.centerforsecuritypolicy.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/CAIR_is_HAMAS-
1.pdf 
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easier to listen to that if we heard them openly, clearly denounce 340 
the terrorists that attacked us on 9/11 — and, in addition to that, 341 
repudiate the motivation for the attack. A lot of times they'll say 342 
they are against terrorism, but justify the reason it is done. They 343 
agree with why they did it, but not with the tactics used. 344 
What Omar should have done is first openly and candidly and with 345 
fervent condemnation denounce the wicked perpetrators of that 346 
heinous crime against her country — she would have served her 347 
point better if she cast her statement in the context of a firm 348 
denunciation of terrorism, declaring there is no justification for 349 
such acts of barbarism — and then said, CAIR was founded to 350 
assure Americans that the American Muslim community 351 
denounces that tenet of radical Islam, and has committed itself to 352 
heal the damage that event caused on American-Islamic relations 353 
— but you see the fact is, that's not why CAIR was founded. It's just 354 
like she said, it was founded as an ANGRY reaction to NORMAL 355 
AMERICANS who were attacked by people for HER RELIGION. 356 
Well, I'm out of time — so I won't get to go on to the next point in 357 
the New York Times definitive list of Trump's racism. 358 
I'll have to come back to that next week. Please stop by to see us 359 
this Easter Sunday — we have an amazing set of messages prepared 360 
for you as we celebrate the truth that HE IS RISEN! 361 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s brainmassage.net. Find the 362 
CONTACT button and send me an email. 363 
You can leave a message for me on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 364 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 365 


